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SUMMARY
AlliedSignal Engines, in cooperation with NASA LeRC, completed an evaluation of recently developed
aeroelastic computer codes using test cases from the AlliedSignal Engines fan blisk database. Test data
for this task includes strain gage, light probe, performance, and steady-state pressure information obtained
for conditions where synchronous or flutter vibratory conditions were found to occur. Aeroelastic codes
evaluated include the quasi 3-D UNSFLO (developed at MIT and modified to include blade motion by
AlliedSignal), the 2-D FREPS (developed by NASA LeRC), and the 3-D TURBO-AE (under development
at NASA LeRC). Six test cases each where flutter and synchronous vibrations were found to occur were
used for evaluation of UNSFLO and FREPS. In addition, one of the flutter cases was evaluated using
TURBO-AE. The UNSFLO flutter evaluations were completed for 75 percent radial span and provided
good agreement with the experimental test data. Synchronous evaluations were completed for UNSFLO
but further enhancement needs to be added to the code before the unsteady pressures can be used to
predict forced response vibratory stresses. The FREPS evaluations were hindered as the steady flow
solver (SFLOW) was unable to converge to a solution for the transonic flow conditions in the fan blisk.
This situation resulted in all FREPS test cases being attempted but no results were obtained during the
present program. Currently, AlliedSignal is evaluating integrating FREPS with our existing steady flow
solvers to bypass the SFLOW difficulties. The TURBO-AE steady flow solution provided an excellent
match with the AlliedSignal Engines calibrated DAWES 3-D viscous solver. Finally, the TURBO-AE
unsteady analyses also matched experimental observations by predicting flutter for the single test case
evaluated.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of the Aeroelastic Prediction Methods program is to develop a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) based aeroelastic analysis methodology for use at AlliedSignal Engines (AE). This CFD
based aeroelastic technology will provide critical enhancement to the currently used empirical methods that
have been applied successfully at AE in the design of numerous gas turbine engines but have recently been
shown to be inadequate for advanced rotor designs such as fan blisks.
Specific CFD based aeroelastic codes evaluated in this effort include:
• UNSFLO (MIT developed. AE modified), quasi 3-D, viscous unsteady aerodynamic code which allows for
blade motion
• FREPS (NASA developed), 2-D strips, potential steady/unsteady solver, integrated with structural analysis
codes
* TURBO-AE (NASA development in process), 3-D viscous, integrated with structural analysis codes
Test cases for the code evaluations will come from the AE fan blisk database which includes two rotors having
different aerodynamic designs that were fabricated and tested at AE facilities. Flutter vibrations were observed
during the testing of these rotors even though empirical correlations suggested that the designs should be
"flutter free". In addition, synchronous vibrations exceeded acceptable levels and were substantially higher
than inserted blade rotor designs with identical aerodynamic geometry's.
These experimental results clearly outline the need for technology improvements in the area of flutter and
synchronous response prediction capabilities and provide strong justification for the continuing leadership
provided by NASA in this arena.
2.0 BACKGROUND
Since the early 1970s, AE has had extensive experience in design, development, and production of turbofan
engines for commercial and military applications. Most of these applications have been in the medium bypass
ratio range (BPR = 3 to 5), requiring single-stage transonic axial fans utilizing mid-span dampers (see Figure
l(a) for fan picture). AE's aeroelastic design approach for these engines has been to apply empirically based
design guidelines to prevent flutter and minimize synchronous (forced) vibrations. This procedure, in
conjunction with the stabilizing feature of the mid-span dampers has proven successful in controlling both
flutter and synchronous blade vibrations thus eliminating the need for more detailed CFD type analyses.
a) Inserted Blade Fan
• High Aspect Ratio
• Mid Span Dampers
b) TFE731-60 Inserted Blade Fan
• Low Aspect Ratio
• Damperless
• Improved Performance
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c) alisk Fan
• Low Aspect Ratio
• Damperless
• Reduced Weight
Figure 1. Progression of Fan Designs Moves from Inserted-Dampered Designs
to Damperless Blisk Rotors
The 5000-pound-thrust-class TFE731-60 engine is the latest addition to the AE turbofan product line. It
received FAA certification on May l, 1995, and has entered production for the Falcon 900EX aircraft.
Aerodynamic and mechanical technologies and features incorporated in the TFE731-60 fan component are
summarized in Figure 2. Key among the features contributing to the very high level of aerodynamic
performance of the -60 is the damperless, low-aspect-ratio, fan with moderately swept rotor blades (see Figure
l(b) and Figure 2). Demonstrated -60 design point (typical climb/cruise condition) fan aerodynamic
performance parameters are also noted in Figure 2. The -60 fan's polytropic efficiency (over 90 percent) is
state of the art, especially for the relatively small size class of the -60 fan. Again. in the area of aeroelasticity
G79_9 120
Figure 2. TFE731-60 Fan Cross Section.
the existing empirical guidelines provided sufficient capability to design the fan to be flutter free and have low
levels of synchronous vibrations even though the -60 rotor was free of mid-span dampers.
Following the -60, the next step in AE technology development is to make a fan rotor in a blisk version (integrally
bladed rotor) which affords significantly reduced weight for the tan module. Two blisk versions with slightly
different aerodynamic geometry were manufactured (see Figure l(c) for a cross section) in a subscale rig size and
tested in the AE fan rig facility. Results from this testing has shown that the previously acceptable empirical
aeroelastic guidelines do not provide sufficient margin to prevent flutter or control synchronous vibrations when the
rotor is designed in a blisk configuration having no external damping mechanisms.
A key technology required to achieve our goal of designing damperless blisk fan rotors will be the introduction of
CFD type aeroelastic analyses into our design process. AE is working in close coordination with NASA Lewis
Research Center to develop this analytical capability. This report summarizes the first step in this process through
the contract NAS3-27483 Small Engine Technology (SET) Task 8. A follow-on effort to continue these activities
will be completed under the NASA Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) program. In addition, AE provides
internal support through IR&D and various engine development programs to enhance aeroelastic capabilities.
3.0 AEROELASTIC METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
As previously mentioned, prior to beginning this task, AE aeroelastic analyses were based primarily on empirical
methods and CFD type computations were not completed. This situation is shown in the left side of Figure 3 which
outlines the program plan to improve aeroelastic methodology at AE. During the 1996-1998 time frame AE will
conduct code validation activities under the NASA SET and AST programs. Codes included in this effort include
those previously mentioned plus recently developed GUide consortium tools. A critical future activity will be to
further validate these aeroelastic tools using unsteady pressure measurements from rotors executing flutter and
synchronous vibrations. The final goal for all these efforts will be to have a fully calibrated aeroelastic design
system in place for year 2000 engines.
Initial SET / AST Critical
Aeroelastic Code Validation Future Goal
Technology Activities Activities (2000)
(1995) (1996-1998) (1998-2000)
Fans and
Compressors
Experience
Database
Steady Test
Data for Code
Validations
Turbines
Experience
Database
UNSFLO2-D Aeroelastic
Design Tools
3-D Aeroelastic
_,_ Design Tools
GUide Tools:
REDUCE
BDAMPER
NPHASE
Unsteady
Test Data
for Code
Validations
Aeroelastic
Design
System
Figure 3. AE Aeroelastic Methodology Development Program Plan.
The overall SET and AST aeroelastic methodology development programs will concentrate on both Fan and
Turbine code evaluations. This process includes using "Steady" test data which simply consists of operating the
codes at conditions (flow, speed, pressure ratio, etc.) where flutter or synchronous vibrations were observed in
engine or rig testing. A flowchart of this process is given in Figure 4. The basic process is simply to execute the
codes and see if the predicted results are consistent with the measured data from the engine or rig. If the match is
good, the code will be directly integrated into the AE design system. When the match is poor, further analysis will
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becompletedtoquantifydeficienciesandtheresultswill bereportedtothecodedeveloperforfuture
improvements.
Turbine
Test
Cases
Fan BliskTest Ca es
_[ TURBO-AEEvaluation t_
I FREPSEvaluation
Legend
AE Task INASA Task
Engine / Rig I
Test Data I
_Good
.- \ r,_u,_,_,,o ,u/ v
, Poor
_ Match
Quantify [Deficie cies
Suggestions
for code
Improvements
Integrate Code
into AE
Design System
Incorporate
......_ Code
Improvements
Figure 4. AE SET/AST Code Evaluation Procedure Using "Steady" Test Data.
Although validation codes with "Steady" test data is the obvious first step, AE feels strongly that eventual
calibration with "unsteady" data including blade surface pressures, light probe measurements, and strain gage data
will be required. Two such programs are described in Figures 5 and 6. The GUide Consortium program (Figure 5)
uses an AE TFE731-2 HP turbine instrumented with Kulite unsteady pressure transducers and strain gages to
obtain unsteady synchronous vibration data. Another critical program, currently unfunded, is the proposed AE fan
blisk aeroelastic measurement effort (Figure 6) which will provide unsteady pressure measurements for a rotor in
a flutter condition. The test setup in Figure 6 is shown in the Ohio State Short Duration facility but might also be
run in a longer duration facility.
• 41 Upstream Vanes /
78 Rotor Blades
• Subsonic Flow Conditions
• 4% Field Failure Rate (HCF)
prior to redesign
- Forced Response vibrations
at vane passing frequency
- 5th Mode (2nd torsion)
- 20 kHz
• Redesigned rotor eliminated
vibration problems
Figure 5. GUide Consortium Aeroelastic Measurement Program Using
an AE TFE731-2 HP Turbine at Ohio State University.
Vacuum
Tank
Fast Acting Valve
Test Fan
Fan Rig \
Inertial
Flywheel
Air Motor
G7999. t 8
Ohio State University Short Duration Test Facility
• Provides high-response unsteady pressure and strain data at a reasonably low cost
• Ideal for calibration of unsteady CFD codes
Figure 6. Proposed AE Fan Blisk Aeroelastic Measurement Program at
Ohio State University.
3.1 Development of Execution Procedures for UNSFLO and FREPS
Since AE had not completed any CFD type aeroelastic analyses prior to this program, development of appropriate
preprocessors comprised a substantial portion of the SET Task 8 effort. The goal for these preprocessors is to
provide a seamless integration with the AE aerodynamic and mechanical design systems. Ease of use is critical in
these activities so designers who do not regularly run aeroelastic analyses can easily utilize the tools developed to
determine the aeroetastic issues pertinent to their rotor configuration.
The process flowchart for integrating Aeroelastic analyses with the AE Aerodynamic design system is shown in
Figure 7. Typically the designer will have either an aero "Bankfile" or 3-D steady CFD results from the AE
DAWES code available prior to running an aeroelastic analysis. This information will basically consist of blade
and flowpath geometry along with flow conditions (pressures. temperatures, velocities, etc.).
__ Run Code: "'ae2din.f" to " Run Code: "readplot3D.f' _"Create_ inlet/exit nowAero Bankfile: span for UNSFLO/FREPS: ; files from 3D Viscous Sol'n : ut in file "input.XX"
Geometry: "xu.XX" _nd "xyzXX'"
UNSFLO: "input.XX" and "inputXXv"
and "b lade.XX"
FREPS: "_flow.XX"
3D Viscous
CFD RESULTS
plot3d "x" and "q"
Files
Start
2D Input Files for
FREPS
("sflowXXo")
and
UNSFLO Steady
("bladeXXo")
Analyses
RunCo eI O.Po.FEI"hot2onpoint.f"to _ Geometry. Info in File:translate geomeu2, .' -" "node.deflections'"
to On-Point
Hot-to-On Point Conversion
and _cale to 0.57832X
Run Code: _ ANSYS FE ]
Mode Shape "m_xleshape.f" to Convert Mode Shape Info
Into for UNSFLO _ ANSYS Mode Shapes in File: "mode.xls"
Unsteady Analysis into UNSFLO Format
Mode Shapes Converted into Ux.
Uy. and Theta at Each 2D Cut
Figure 7. Aeroelastic Analysis Methodology Process (Aero).
A pre-processor "ae2din" was developed for UNSFLO and FREPS. This code. reads the Bankfile and cuts the
three-dimensional geometry into two-dimensional strips following either the streamline or the grid line at any user
specified spanwise location. The user has the choice to dump either a UNSFLO or FREPS input file. For UNSFLO
simulation, "ae2din" will create a 2D geometry file along with the input file which contains the flow information.
such as inlet angle, pressure ratio, and Reynolds number. It also creates the stream tube height information based
on the 2D axisymmetric solution in the "bankfile" or the "plot3d" file from any 3D solutions. For FREPS
simulation, "ae2din" will create one file including the geometry and the flow information.
Followingcompletionof the"ae2din"procedure,thenextstepin theprocessis toperformahot-to-on-point
translationwhichmovesthe2-Dstripgeometryfromthe"hot" shapeusedbytheaerodesignerstoan"on-point"
shapeappropriateforaeroelasticanalysesatpartspeedconditions.Thecode"'hot2onpoint"wascreatedfor this
processandusestheinputfile "node.deflections"whichisgeneratedfromstructuralfiniteelementanalysis.A
typicalresultfromthisprocessisshowninFigure8whichshowsthedifferencebetweenthe"hot" and"on-point"
geometryfor atypicaltestcase.
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Figure 8. Results From Hot to On-Point 2-D Geometry Conversion for Case SI.
The interface of aeroelastic analyses with the AE Mechanical design process is outlined in Figure 9. This process
again starts with the Bankfile and uses the pre-existing code MESHI to generate a structural finite element mesh.
The macro "subscale.mac" is then executed to generate a subscale rotor size if required. Next, the user runs
pre-existing macros to convert the structural finite element geometry from the "hot" aero shape in the bankfile to
"on-point'" used in the aeroelastic analyses. The user then runs pre-existing vibratory stress macros to develop the
mode shapes for the aeroelastic analyses,
The development of these pre-processors to interface with existing AE aerodynamic and mechanical design systems
consumed a substantial amount of effort in the SET Task 8 program. This effort will pay back several fold as now
the aeroelastic analysis process is reasonably welt defined and further improvements will be easy to incorporate.
I Full - Scale _ Run Code:
Aero Bankfile: MESH[ to
"original.baukfile'" create file:
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Start
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Modify Geometry File
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i[ Execute NiSTRAN
Modal Analysis
,_ i o i • • • I , • • • ° o, • _.
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] i I I I ] I I I I I I I [ I I _
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Run ANSYS Macro:
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mode shapes and
frequencies
Run ANSYS Macro:
"'cld2onpt.mac'" to get
on-point geometry file:
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I Run ANSYS: to add I
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Updates ANSYS FE Model
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Output Files for 1
FREPS and
TURBO-AE ] Used by UNSFLO I
Figure 9. Aeroelastic Methodology Analysis Flowchart (Mechanical).
4.0 AEROELASTIC CODE EVALUATIONS
AE attempted/completed code evaluations for numerous flutter and synchronous vibration cases using the UNSFLO
and FREPS codes. In addition, one flutter case was completed using the TURBO-AE code. Test case preparation
consumed a significant portion of the code evaluation process and is described in the following section. Additional
sections are included for the UNSFLO, FREPS, and TURBO-AE evaluations.
4.1 Test Case Formulation
Fourteen fan blisk test cases have been selected for the UNSFLO and FREPS flutter and synchronous vibration
evaluations. Each flutter test case. labeled F1 to F6 on the fan map in Figure 10, was chosen to coincide with
operating conditions where flutter vibrations were found to occur. The flutter cases all occurred with clean inlet
operating conditions on the test rig, i.e. no distortion screens were required to initiate or sustain the flutter. Two
additional cases, labeled NF1 and NF2, were developed to test the codes at conditions where flutter was not
observed during testing. These cases correspond to the design point for each fan rotor. The synchronous cases,
labeled S 1-$6 in Figure 10, were chosen to coincide with conditions where high synchronous vibrations were
measured during the rotor testing.
o
tr
Approxim ate_
I
70%
° $1,$3, ° 63%Nc
$5, $6 • Flutter Test Cases
• No Flutter Test Cases
• Synchronous Test Cases
Inlet Corrected Flow
Figure 10. Fan Blisk Aeroelastic Test Cases.
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Thefluttercases,F1- F6,aredividedintotwozones:low speed(F2,F4,F5,F6)andhighspeed('F1,F3). The
synchronouscases,S1- $6,consistedof Mode1(firstflexural)andMode2 (secondflexural)crossings.
Althoughthepre-processor"ae2din"isusedtocreateinputfilesfor theUNSFLOandFREPSanalyses,thereis
still aneedto updatecriticalparametersif amoreaccurateanalysisisrequired.Theprimaryreasonfor thisstepis
thattheBankfileusesflow informationfromanaxisymmetricinviscidflow solver.Moreaccurateinformationis
obtainedfromusingtheDAWES3-Dviscousflowsolver.Updatedparametersfromtheseanalyseswereusedfor
thepresentcodeevaluation.Thisadditionalevelof analysisisrequiredduringthecodevalidationstageandmay
notberequiredduringtypicaldesignanalysesin thefuture.
Spectrumanalysisof straingagesignalsindicatedthatthefluttervibrationfrequencycorrespondsto thefirst
flexural mode of the airfoil for all the test cases F1 - F6. Detailed structural finite element analyses from the code
ANSYS ® l, a registered trademark of SAS IP, revealed that the airfoil leading edge displacement is approximately
twice that observed at the trailing edge indicating that the first flexural mode has a significant torsional component.
This situation can be seen from Figure 11 which shows the vibrational mode shape for test case F2 computed for a
fixed-root airfoil. It should be noted that the mode shape displacements shown in Figure 11 represent the vector
sum of the three (x, y, z) vibrational components.
11
.'a'
Figure 11. Normalized Vibrational Mode Shape for Case F2.
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4.2 UNSFLO Evaluation
4.2.1 General
UNSFLO evaluations were completed for cases F1-F6, S 1-$6, and NFI-NF2. The best results were obtained for
the flutter/no-flutter cases as the code has developed post processors available to analyze the predictions. The
synchronous cases were run using the UNSFLO code but further post-processing was not completed as this would
require integration with a structural finite element code.
It is important to note that all UNSFLO analyses were completed for the 75 percent span only. This choice was
made to allow comparison of results against AE empirical databases which typically use the 75 percent span
location.
4.2.2 Code Description
The computer code UNSFLO is a quasi 3-D Reynolds-averaged, unsteady multi-blade row Navier Stokes solver
developed by Giles 2. Specific details on the theory and formulation of the UNSFLO code can be seen in the
references so only an overview will be presented here 2'3,4
UNSFLO couples an inviscid solution of the Euler equations in the outer region to a Navier-Stokes solution in the
O-layer wrapped around the airfoil. Quasi 3-D effects are included through the addition of streamtube height in
the third dimension although this feature of the code was not used for the current analyses. The inviscid grid used
in these analyses is a structured H type mesh while the viscous computations use an O-grid wrapped around the
airfoil. A Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model is used in the viscous part of the solution.
A modification to include blade motion in UNSFLO was incorporated by Abhari and Giles _ . In this formulation
the 2-D airfoil section is allowed harmonic motion in the x, y, and ocdirections (where czrepresents the torsional
component of the mode shape). All grid motion is confined to the inner O-grid where the viscous Navier-Stokes
flow equations are solved. The outer region H-grid remains unchanged during the airfoil motion. UNSFLO has
the capability to model conditions with various interblade phase angles.
Since the airfoil motion is conf'med to the O-grid which is fairly small, the vibrational displacements input to
UNSFLO were scaled down from the actual values measured on the fan rig. Typical motions were on the order of
0.0001 inch for the UNSFLO analyses. This limitation is not thought to be serious, as the real concern of the
engine designer is to determine the flutter-free stability limits of the airfoil and not the actual flutter vibrational
amplitude.
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4.2.3Flutter Evaluation
The code evaluation process used in this task was to exercise UNSFLO at several test cases where flutter was found
to occur and see if the code predictions match experimental observations. This determination is made from the
computation of the aerodynamic work per cycle by UNSFLO. A positive work per cycle indicates that the airfoil
extracts energy from the airstream during each vibrational cycle. If this extracted energy exceeds that dissipated by
the material structural damping, then flutter can be expected to occur.
4.2.3.1 Analysis Methodology
An overall flowchart of the UNSFLO analysis procedure is shown in Figure 12. Following the hot-to-on point
geometry conversion previously discussed, the next step in the analysis procedure is to complete the steady inviscid
Euler solution. This step can be completed quickly (typically less than 30 minutes of computational time) and full
solution convergence is not required. The next step is to develop the steady coupled inviscid/viscous solution. This
effort is substantially more computationally intensive and takes an overnight run to converge to a solution.
After the steady solutions have converged to acceptable levels the unsteady flutter analyses can begin. The user
inputs the vibrational mode shape and period along with the desired interblade phase angle. UNSFLO then
determines the unsteady solution. As with the steady coupled solution, this effort is computationally demanding and
typically required from 10 to 30 hours of CPU time to converge on an advanced workstation. After completion of
the UNSFLO unsteady computations, a simple post-processing effort is undertaken to determine the aerodynamic
work per vibrational cycle.
Test Case IFormulation
"Hot" to "On-Point"
Geometry
Conversion
Coupled I Inviscid
InviscidNiscous _ Steady
Steady
Analysis Analysis
coup,.Inviscid/ViscousUnsteadyAnalysis Postprocessing:AerodynamicWork /Damping Computation
Figure 12. Analysis Methodology Flowchart.
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Theinviscidcomputationalgrid usedin theseanalysesusesa structuredH typemeshin theouterregion
with 20nodesacrossthebladepassageand 120pointsin theflow direction. Theviscousequationsare
solvedonanO-gridwith 19nodesnormalto theairfoil. A globalview of theUNSFLOcomputational
grid isshownin Figure13with adetailedview providedto showbetterresolutionof theO-grid. It should
benotedthatall grid motionisconfinedto theO-gridandtheH-grid remainsstationaryfor theunsteady
calculations.
G6999-279A
Figure 13. UNSFLO Computational Grid.
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4.2.3.2 Inviscid/Coupled Viscous Solution Results
Each UNSFLO analysis begins with an inviscid, steady state, solution of the Euler equations of fluid motion. It is
not necessary to obtain complete convergence of the inviscid equations to begin the coupled solution. Typically, the
authors ran each inviscid solution for 5000 iterations until a reasonably converged solution was obtained.
After an inviscid solution is available, the results are interpolated onto the inviscid/viscous grid and the steady
coupled solution is initiated. The convergence criteria was chosen so the residual was less than 0.00001 throughout
the computational grid. Typically, 50,000 iterations were required to attain convergence of the coupled solution.
Flow vectors from the steady coupled solution are presented in Figure 14(a) for the case FI. Note the flow
separation that occurs on the suction side of the airfoil. This situation was not unexpected due to the high incidence
angle for this case. The separated flow region is smaller for case NF2, Figure 14(b), as would be expected since
the incidence is much lower at the design point.
Comparisons of surface pressure distributions have been completed between UNSFLO and the 3-D viscous steady
analysis code DAWES _. The UNSFLO results reasonably match the DAWES results as can be seen from Figures
15(a) and 16(a) for cases F1 and NF2 respectively. In addition, UNSFLO steady pressure contours are shown in
Figures 15(b) and 16(b) for reference. It should be noted that the DAWES solutions were completed with design
point geometry so an exact match with the UNSFLO solution should not be expected.
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Figure 14. UNSFLO Steady Flow Vectors for Typical Test Cases.
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Figure 15. UNSFLO Steady Results for Case FI.
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Figure 16. UNSFLO Steady Results for Case NF2.
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4.2.3.3 Unsteady Flow Comparisons
The unsteady flow solution is determined by oscillating the airfoil in harmonic motion and solving the coupled
unsteady aerodynamic equations. As previously mentioned, UNSFLO allows for three vibrational displacements in
the x, y, and cc directions. The solution was typically allowed to run for 5 oscillation periods and convergence was
verified by a difference between residuals for each period being less than 0.001. Typically, this occurred within the
first 3 periods.
The UNSFLO unsteady analyses were completed for two Inter-Blade Phase Angles (IBPA). The first situation
(IBPA = 0 °) corresponds to a condition where all airfoils on the rotor vibrate in phase. Additionally, UNSFLO
analyses were completed for IBPA = 32.7 ° corresponding to the actual conditions observed during testing for cases
F1 - F6 as determined from strain gage phasing analyses.
A plot of the minimum, average, and maximum, unsteady surface pressures loadings for cases FI and NF2 can be
seen in Figure 17(a) and 18(a) for IBPA = 0 °. The variation in surface pressure between minimum and maximum
is negligible and the data lines are coincident for both test cases.
A completely different situation is shown for IBPA = 32.7 ° in Figures 17(b) and 18(b). For case F1, there is a
significant variation between the loadings when the airfoil oscillates. This trend does not repeat for case NF2, and
the IBPA = 32.7 ° results are essentially identical to those for IBPA = 0 °, as shown in Figure 18(b).
As will be discussed in the following section, it was found that flutter was predicted only for case F1 at
IBPA = 32.7 ° of the four conditions shown in Figures 17 and 18. This situation indicates that the large variations in
loading seen in Figure 17(b) are important for aeroelastic stability.
Finally, typical unsteady pressure contour plots are presented in Figures 19 and 20 for IBPA = 0 ° and 32.7 °
respectively. Note in symmetry in Figure 19 where the unsteady pressures which are 1/2 period apart have equal but
opposite signs. This result should be expected for the IBPA = 0° case where the airfoils vibrate in phase with each
other. When IBPA = 32.7 ° the situation is quite different as seen from Figure 20. In this case, there is no clear
symmetry (none should be expected) and further there are streaks evident between blades and also at the interface
between the O and H grids. These issues are an area of concern for AE as they indicate that the code may not be
fully converged. Further effort will be expended in this area in the future to develop a better understanding of the
UNSFLO unsteady flow solutions.
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Figure 17. UNSFLO Unsteady Surface Pressures (Max, Min, Average) for Case F1.
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Time t = 0 Time t = 0,25 Cycle
Time t = 0.50 Cycle Time t = 0.75 Cycle
Figure 19. UNSFLO Unsteady Pressure Contours for Various Times In the
Blade Vibrational Cycle (IBPA=0°).
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Time t = 0 Time t = 0,25 Cycle
Time t = 0,50 Cycle Time t = 0.75 Cycle
Figure 20. UNSFLO Unsteady Pressure Contours for Various Times In the
Blade Vibrational Cycle (IBPA=32.7°).
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4.2.3.4 Aerodynamic Damping Computation
Based on the stated objectives of this task, the most important result from the unsteady solution is the
postprocessing computation of aerodynamic damping. The first step in this process is to compute the aerodynamic
work per vibrational cycle from the equation:
where IhxI, Ihylrepresent the magnitudes of the mode shape displacements in the translational directions x and y,
and bl corresponds to the rotational displacement of the blade cross section. The terms If*l and If,Irepresent the x
and y forces and Im lrepresents the twisting moment on the airfoil. Finally, the term _0rerepresents the angle in
which the response (r) leads the excitation (e). 7
The aerodynamic damping, O, was estimated by normalizing the vibrational work per cycle with the leading edge
displacement of the airfoil, i.e.
E)=_ Wper cycle (2)
6ie
where 61e is the magnitude of the leading edge mode shape deflection.
Results from this postprocessing effort are shown in Table 1 for the two values of IBPA previously discussed. It is
noted that for each test case, FI - F6, the UNSFLO predictions indicate negative damping for IBPA = 32.7 °. These
predictions match the experimental observations from the rig testing.
The damping prediction is also negative for case NFI at IBPA = 32.7 ° where flutter did not occur on the test rig.
However, the magnitude of the damping is small enough that it may not overcome the material structural damping
indicating that the design is marginally stable and flutter may not occur. Finally, it should be noted that the
damping is predicted to be slightly positive for case NF2. This result matches the experimental observations as
flutter was not observed for this test case.
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TABLE 1. UNSFLO AERODYNAMIC DAMPING COMPUTATION
FOR AE FAN FLUTTER CASES.
Test Aerodynamic Damping
Case (%)
IBPA = 0 ° IBPA = 32.7 °
F1 -0.010% -0.194%
F2 -0.029% -0.046%
F3 0.014% -0.041%
F4 0.002% -0.011%
F5 -0.011% -0.123%
F6 -0.004% -0.065%
NF1 -0.001% -0.004%
NF2 0.000% 0.001%
It should be further noted from Table 1 that the aerodynamic damping decreases for each flutter test case FI - F6 as
IBPA changes from 0 ° to 32.7 °. To quantify this trend, the variation of aerodynamic damping with IBPA was
computed for case F2. These results, shown in Figure 21, indicate that the lowest damping was found near IBPA =
32.7 °. This situation again matches the experimentally observed results in which the flutter IBPA was measured at
32.7 _ and provides further validation of the UNSFLO computational tool.
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Figure 21. UNSFLO Variation of Damping with IBPA for Case F2.
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4.2.4 Synchronous Vibrations
AE completed synchronous vibration analyses for each of the test cases S 1 - $6. Unfortunately. there is minimal
description on how to perform these computations in the UNSFLO manual. Further, some minor code
modifications were required to get the incoming distortion wave to travel in the proper direction. In addition, the
results from these analyses (unsteady pressures) are not provided in a form compatible with structural finite element
packages. Finally, UNSFLO does not allow blade motion during synchronous vibration analyses so the effect of
blade vibration on the unsteady pressure predictions is not determined.
These limitations make the results obtained from the synchronous evaluations of limited value toward the ultimate
goal of predicting the vibratory stress amplitude on the fan blisk rotor blades. Typical total pressure contours are
shown in Figure 22 for time increments of 0.125 vibrational cycle. The distortion wake is seen entering the blade
row in Figure 22(a) and progresses through the passage in Figure 22 (b)-(t').
The AE intent was to have the distortion behave as a square wave with a 2/revolution pattern which would
correspond to an entire pressure wave (high pressure and low pressure) over 11 blade passages for the 22 bladed
blisk rotor. This situation is observed in Figure 22(c) which shows the high (red) pressure covering approximately
5.5 blades and the low (blue) pressure just entering the blade row.
AE recognizes that significantly more effort is required to interpret and use the unsteady pressure data obtained
from these analyses to predict the vibratory response of rotor blades in synchronous vibrations. Further, we do not
fully understand the wake generation capability in the UNSFLO code. Developing solutions to these issues will be
the focus of AE efforts on future programs.
4.2.5 AE Suggestions for Further Development of the UNSFLO Code
During the course of this effort AE obtained substantial experience operating the UNSFLO code. Several areas for
improvement and further study have been suggested and are summarized as follows:
• Utilize the UNSFLO adaptive gridding feature in which a coarse grid is used for the initial solutions and
steadily refined in the critical areas.
• Determine the cause of the unsteady pressure anomalies shown in Figure 20 for the IBPA = 32.7 ° analyses.
• Validate the phase-lag boundary conditions for several cases by running analyses using multiple blade passages.
• Incorporate the effects of streamtube height into the UNSFLO analyses.
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• Developapost-processort transferthesynchronousvibrationunsteadypressuresintoaformatusefultoa
structuralfiniteelementanalysistool.
• Developimprovedistortionwakecapabilitiesforsynchronousvibrations.
• IntegratetheUNSFLOworkpercyclecomputationsintothepost-processorratherthanperformingthese
computationsoff-line.
• DeterminewhytheUNSFLOwork/cyclecomputationsdonotshowlinearbehaviorwhennormalizedby
(amplitude)'-.
• Add a feature to incorporate blade motion into synchronous vibration analyses.
These studies/changes will greatly improve the capabilities of the UNSFLO computational tool.
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Figure 22. UNSFLO Synchronous Unsteady Pressure Contours for Synchronous
Vibration Case $3.
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Figure 22. UNSFLO Synchronous Unsteady Pressure Contours for Synchronous
Vibration Case $3 (Contd).
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4.3 Freps Evaluation
4.3.1 General
AE expended a substantial effort on the FREPS code but was unable to evaluate any of the aeroelastic test cases due
to operability issues with the steady solver SFLOW. The primary issue is that the initial SFLOW solver released to
AE was designed for subsonic flow (designed for Space Shuttle Turbopumps) and all AE fan blisk test cases have
transonic flow conditions. A preliminary version of the SFLOW code that was designed for transonic flow was
released to AE for evaluation but this code also had difficulty running the blisk test cases. To their credit, it should
be noted that this code had not been fully checked out by the NASA researchers prior to release to AE for
evaluation.
AE remains fully committed to introducing the FREPS code into our aeroelastic design process as we have a clear
need for a fast running preliminary design tool. The execution times discussed in both the UNSFLO and TURBO-
AE sections clearly demonstrate the need for this type of tool in a design situation. NASA has recently informed
AE about the development of a team to resolve the FREPS efforts and AE is fully supportive of this activity.
4.3.2 Code Description
The FREPS system integrates a structural dynamics analysis with steady and unsteady aerodynamic analyses to
perform an aeroelastic analysis. Each analysis (structural, steady, and unsteady aerodynamic) is completed
separately and input into the FREPS integration package. The major components are:
• Structural Analysis integration with MSC/NASTRAN s
• Steady Aerodynamic Solver (SFLOW) 9
• Unsteady Aerodynamic Solver (LINFLO) to
• Integration Package (FREPS) t t
The order of execution is first to complete the NASTRAN structural and SFLOW steady aerodynamic analyses
separately. Next, FREPS is executed and automatically runs the LINFLO routine as required for the aeroelastic
analysis at hand.
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4.3.3 Results
All FREPS test cases (F1 - F6. SI - $6, OD1, and RD1) have been attempted at four radial spans (25 percent. 50
percent, 75 percent, and 95 percent). These cases were attempted using SFLOW version 1.7 which is designed (but
not yet tully tested by NASA researchers) for transonic flow conditions.
Results from this effort are summarized in Table 2 indicating that convergence of the SFLOW code remains a
difficulty at the span locations higher than 25 percent. Further, convergence has only been obtained for the SFLOW
global solution (solved on a H-grid shown in Figure 23) while AE has not been able to obtain any converged
solutions for the local solution (solved on a combined C and H grid). Unfortunately, without having SFLOW
results it is not possible to run either the LINFLO or the FREPS programs so the overall code evaluation goals were
not completed.
AE has retained all of the SFLOW, LINFLO, and FREPS input decks for all test cases. This will allow quick
evaluation of the codes when improved versions of SFLOW are available. These cases will be provided (if
requested) to NASA to be used during the code modification process.
TABLE 2. FREPS COMPLETION STATUS.
Test
Case
FI
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
S1
$2
$3
$4
$5
$6
ODl
RD1
SFLOW LINFLO FREPS
-_c-t_ i 50% I 75% I 95%
SPAN I SPAN I SPAN I SPAN
G = Global Solution Converged
L = Local Solution Converged
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4.3.4 Further Explanation of SFLOW Problem Areas
The difficulties in converging the SFLOW code can be seen from Figure 24 which shows the SFLOW computed
Mach numbers at 75 percent span for a typical test case. This situation is also shown in Figure 25 (vector length
indicates the flow velocity) where the flow velocity spikes significantly overspeed and the code will not converge.
This difficulty occurred even when the inlet Mach number was lowered to a value substantially less than the
appropriate level for the test case.
AE ran our 3-D Euler solver (DENTON) on one of the test cases and these results are presented in Figure 26. Note
that the leading edge Mach number does indeed increase but not nearly to the level of the SFLOW solver. AE,
under the NASA AST Task 14 program plus internal funds, looked into bypassing the SFLOW solver and using the
DENTON results in the FREPS module. This concept appears feasible and has the advantage of eliminating the
need for an additional code to be entered into the AE design system.
During these analyses AE attempted to make grid variations to the H-grid based on the parameters described in the
FREPS input manual. The allowable grid changes are the number of points on the blade, number of points from
inlet boundary to leading edge, number of points from trailing edge to exit boundary, number of points between
blade, and the grid spacing. Varying these parameters did not yield any substantial reduction in the convergence
difficulties.
4.3.5 AE Suggestions for SFLOW/FREPS Code Improvements
AE has several suggestions that we would like to see incorporated into the FREPS module. These items have been
presented to NASA personnel at various meetings and telecons and will be repeated here for convenience.
• Update SFLOW to handle transonic flow conditions. In order to facilitate this activity, AE is willing to let the
code developers use one of our test cases.
• Incorporate streamtube height corrections into the SFLOW and LINFLO. Our experience with UNSFLO has
shown that streamtube height significantly affects results. This effect is very pronounced on a fan.
• Modify FREPS to handle structural finite element results from different packages. Our suggestion here is to use
the TURBO-AE structural input file format.
• Improve user manuals for SFLOW and LINFLO. These codes are described in minimal detail in the appendices
of the FREPS manual. Unfortunately, FREPS is inoperable without these codes so manuals are very important.
Note that we felt FREPS had an excellent user's manual.
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Considerdevelopinganinterfacepackagesoenginecompaniescanusetheirownsteadyflowsolvers,This
optionwouldbeveryvaluabletoAEaswealreadyhaveafully calibratedsteadydesigntool(DENTON)and
wouldprefernottouseanothercode.
Theseimprovementswill substantiallyimproveoperabilityof theFREPScodeif theyareincorporated.As
previouslymentioned,AEhasastrongneedforaquickturnaroundaeroelasticanalysistoolfordesignanalyses.It
is anticipatedthattheupdatedversionof FREPSor its3-Dcounterpart(FREED)will beusedforthispurpose.
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Figure 23. Typical SFLOW Computational H-Grid.
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Figure 25. SFLOW Flow Vectors Show Overspeed at Leading Edge.
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Figure 26. 3-D Euler Code (DENTON) Results for Typical FREPS Case.
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4.4 Turbo-AE Evaluation
4.4.1 General
The goal for the TURBO-AE evaluation was to run one of the flutter test cases with the currently available version
of the code. AE chose the F2 case (see Figure 10 and Table 1) as the case to analyze for this task. The choice of
the F2 case was random and all of the other F, S, and NF cases will be run under the AST Task 6 program.
The TURBO-AE code was made available to AE in the third quarter of 1996. Initially, it was anticipated that
NASA would supply computer time on their CRAY machine to run the test cases for the SET Task 8 program.
However, scheduling issues arose and it was not possible to use the CRAY for this program. Due to this limitation,
AE installed the TURBO-AE code on our HP workstation network. AE is pleased that the events worked out this
way as we now have a much better understanding of the code through the many trouble shooting issues that arose in
installing it on the HP workstation network.
Please note that the code version supplied to AE for this effort had the original (not non-reflecting) inlet and exit
boundary conditions. All results presented in this report are for this version of the code. It should also be noted that
the viscous routine in TURBO-AE had a problem during this program and AE was asked by NASA to complete all
analyses with viscous calculations turned off.
4.4.2 Code Description
The aeroelastic analysis code TURBO-AE is under development at NASA Lewis Research Center t2. The starting
point for the development was an Euler/Navier-Stokes unsteady aerodynamic code named TURBO which was
generated at Mississippi State University _' _4. Routines have been developed to interpolate the structural deflections
from the finite-element grid to the CFD grid. Grid deformation routines have been developed to calculate a new grid
for the deformed blade at each time step. Routines have been developed for the calculation of work and generalized
forces. These routines have been verified by running the code for a standard configuration.
The TURBO code was originally developed as an inviscid flow solver for modeling the flow through multistage
turbomachinery. It has the capability to handle multiple blade rows with even or uneven blade count, stationary or
rotating blade rows and blade rows at an angle of attack. Multiple blade passages are included in the calculation,
when required. Additional developments were made to incorporate viscous terms into the model. The code can now
be applied to model realistic turbomachinery configurations with flow phenomena such as shocks, vortices,
separated flow, secondary flows, and shock and boundary layer interactions.
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TURBOisbasedonafinitevolumescheme.FluxvectorsplittingisusedtoevaluatethefluxJacobiansontheleft
handsideof thegoverningequationsandRoe'sfluxdifferencesplittingisusedto formahigher-orderTVD (Total
VariationDiminishing)schemetoevaluatethefluxesontherighthandside.Newtonsub-iterationsareusedat
eachtimesteptomaintainhigheraccuracy.A Baldwin-Lomaxalgebraicturbulencemodelisusedin thecode.
TheTURBO-AEcodeassumesanormalmoderepresentationf thestructuraldynamicsof theblade.Thus,the
dynamiccharacteristicsofeachbladeareassumedtoberepresentedin termsof in-vacuummodes,withthe
associatednaturalfrequencyandgeneralizedmassforeachmode.Typically,a finite-elementanalysiscodesuchas
ANSYSisusedtocalculatethemodaldatamentioned.A work-per-cycleapproachisusedtodetermineaeroelastic
(flutter)stability.Usingthisapproach,themotionof thebladeisprescribedto beaharmonicvibrationina
specifiedin-vacuumnormalmodewithaspecifiedfrequency.Thevibrationfrequencyistypicallythenatural
frequencyfor themodeof interest,butsomeotherfrequencycanalsobeused.Theaerodynamicforcesactingon
thevibratingbladeandtheworkdonebytheseforcesonthevibratingbladeduringacycleof vibrationare
calculated.If workisbeingdoneonthebladebytheaerodynamicforces,thebladeisdynamicallyunstable,since
it will resultinextractionofenergyfromtheflow, leadingtoanincreaseinamplitudeof oscillationof theblade.
Notethatcoupledmodefluttercannotbemodeledwith thisapproach.
A limitationof TURBO-AEis thatit currentlyrequirescalculationsovermultiplebladepassagesforblademotions
withnon-zerointerbladephaseangle.Foratypicalpropulsioncomponent,fan,compressor,or turbine,thiscan
leadto verylargecomputationalrequirementsinCPUtimeandmemory.Hence,in thefuture,thecodewillbe
extendedtoallowtheanalysisof arbitraryinterbladephaseangles,usingasinglebladepassage.This can be
accomplished by using a single blade passage with time (or phase) shifted boundary conditions. Also, it is
necessary that the TURBO-AE code be exercised to evaluate its ability to analyze and predict flutter for conditions
in which viscous effects are significant. This is also planned for the future.
4.4.3 NASA E3 Fan Test Case
After installing TURBO-AE we performed a checkout using the NASA supplied E _ test case for both the steady
and unsteady runs. These results (steady and unsteady) matched those obtained from the NASA CRAY C-90
results with excellent accuracy as seen from Figure 27 which presents the aerodynamic work performed on the
airfoil for 8 vibrational cycles. This experience gave us confidence in the installation and we moved on to running
the F2 test case.
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Figure 27. Comparison of NASA and AlliedSignal Unsteady Results for the E_ Fan.
Flutter Vibrations on F2 Test Case
Several minor and a few significant code modifications were required to get the TURBO-AE code to execute using
the AE F2 test case. Many of these issues were related to problem size as the CFD grid for the F2 case had
substantially more grid points than the NASA supplied E _ test case. Each issue was resolved and AE has completed
numerous analyses successfully.
The computational grid chosen for the analyses is shown in Figure 28. This grid (90x35x25) is coarser than AE
typically uses (13 l.x71 x25) with our DAWES 3-D viscous analyses. AE chose not to run an extended grid
(upstream and downstream) of the blade row to account for the absence of non-reflecting boundary conditions. The
implications of this choice will be evaluated when the non-reflecting boundary condition version of the code
becomes available during the AST Task 6 program.
4.4.5 Steady Results
AE completed numerous analyses in order to get the steady TURBO-AE results. Most of these runs had run-time
errors for various reasons including improper grid choices, dimensioning errors, script errors, etc. When these
issues were finally resolved, the TURBO-AE code ran flawlessly on the F2 steady case.
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Thefirst stepin evaluating the TURBO-AE steady results was to compare the loading diagrams to those obtained
from our calibrated DAWES 3-D viscous design code. These results are shown in Figures 29 and 30 for mid and
95 percent spans respectively. The agreement between TURBO-AE and DAWES is very impressive, especially
when considering that TURBO-AE had a coarser grid and the viscous computations were deferred. Discussions
with AE CFD experts reached the conclusion that this agreement was as good as can be expected when comparing
two computational tools.
Flow
Direction
Rotation 25
90 "-v
Figure 28. Computational Grid For TURBO-AE Analyses.
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4.4.6 Unsteady Results
As with the steady analyses, the unsteady runs required many attempts to get the execution scripts and TURBO-AE
code to run properly. After these issues were resolved, numerous analyses were completed•
The initial runs were completed for IBPA = 0 ° and 180 ° and varied both the vibration amplitude and the number of
iterations per vibratory cycle. Results from this effort are presented in Table 5 and are described in the following
paragraphs.
Examining first the IBPA = 0 ° case, the vibration amplitude was varied from 0.003 to 0.300 in multiples of 10 and
the results are presented in the first three rows of Table 5. The aerodynamic work/cycle result showed linear
behavior for 0.003 and 0.030 amplitudes which is clearly seen from the normalized work/cycle (work/cycle/
(amplitude) z) which remained in the 225 range for both amplitudes. The 0.300 amplitude run had an execution
error which is not unexpected as this case represents a substantial amount of grid motion. For reference, note that
the iterations per vibrational cycle were chosen at 400 for all cases in the first 6 rows of Table 5.
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The IBPA = 180 ° runs produced similar results to the IBPA = 0 ° analyses as can be seen from rows 4 through 7 in
Table 3. The work/cycle indicated that the code was operating in the linear region and the 0.300 vibration
amplitude case would not run. One interesting point is that the work/cycle for IBPA = 180 ° is much higher than the
IBPA = 0 ° analyses. Another important issue is that the work/cycle is nearly equivalent for both passages in the
IBPA = 180 ° analyses. This result is obviously consistent with expectations. As previously mentioned, the number
of iterations per period was chosen as 400 for all of these runs.
The next step in the evaluation process was to determine the sensitivity of the work/cycle to the number of iterations
per vibratory cycle. This situation was evaluated by completing additional runs at 200 and 800 iterations/period for
IBPA = 0 ° and 180 ° with the vibration amplitude set at 0.003. These results are presented in rows 6 through 12 of
Table 3. The first issue to note is that the 200 iterations per period cases would not execute since the time step was
too large. The 400 iterations/period are simply repeats of the previous cases. Finally, the 800 iterations/period
cases show inconsistent results for IBPA = 0° in that the work/cycle substantially reduces over the 400
iterations/period case. The IBPA = 180 ° cases did not show this inconsistency as the normalized work/cycle is
nearly constant for both 400 and 800 iterations/period. This issue was discussed with several NASA researchers
and the general consensus was that the anomalies were likely caused by the lack of non-reflecting boundary
conditions. AE will re-run these cases with the non-reflecting BC version of the code when it becomes available.
The final TURBO-AE case completed for SET Task 8 was to run the IBPA = 32.7 ° case which corresponds to the
condition where flutter was observed on the rotor. This case requires 11 blade passages to be modeled and the
ISSD=I option was used in the code. The analysis required approximately 12 days to complete and the results are
given in Table 4 indicating that TURBO-AE is predicting flutter for this condition. The normalized work/cycle is
reasonably consistent for all 11 passages. NASA researchers have found a minor coding issue that may further
improve the consistency of the work/cycle between passages. These changes have been incorporated and will be
evaluated during the AST Task 6 contract. Another interesting point from Table 4 is that the results did not change
substantially after the first vibrational cycle. If this result holds true for all cases, the run time can be substantially
reduced from 12 to 3 days which is far more reasonable for design type analyses. AE is in the process of obtaining
substantially faster computers which will also reduce the analysis time.
Finally, the work per cycle for the 400 iteration/period and 0.003 amplitude is plotted against IBPA in Figure 31.
As previously noted, flutter was observed on the rotor for IBPA = 32.7 °. The TURBO-AE code predictions indicate
that work/cycle is positive for this condition so it can be stated that the code did indeed predict flutter at the
observed flutter point. However, the highest work/cycle prediction occurred at IBPA = 180 °. It is not clear to AE
at the present time if flutter has to occur at the highest work/cycle condition. We will take this issue under
consideration during the upcoming AST Task 6 program.
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TABLE 3. TURBO-AE UNSTEADY RESULTS FOR CASE F2 WITH IBPA = 0 _ AND 180 _.
IBPA
0
Amplitude
0.003
Work / Cycle
Passage 1 Passage 2
WorW(Amplitude) 2
Passage 2
0.0019
0 0.030 0.2108 - 234.2
t
0.0208
0
180 0.0211
Passage 1
210.7
0.300
0.003 2345.3
180 0.030 2.0607 2.0625 2289.7 2291.7
180 0.300 ....
" Amplitude too large for code convergence
IBPA
Iterations/
Period
0
180
Work / Cycle
Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 1
WorW(Amplitude) 2
Passage 2
0 200 ........
0 400 0.2108 - 234.2
0.12378OO
200 tw
180 400 2.0607 2.0625 2289.7 2291.7
180 800 2.3734 2.3707 2637.1 2634.1
** Execution error after fourth vibration cycle
TABLE 4. TURBO-AE UNSTEADY RESULTS FOR CASE F2 WITH IBPA = 32.7 _.
Normalized Work Per Cycle
Vibr.
Cycle
1
2
3
4
Passage Number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
854 898 900 860 825 828 855 875 859 823 815
795 819 849 852 812 771 769 795 806 797 791
799 813 822 819 799 784 778 777 773 778 791
795 808 812 812 801 793 778 766 759 771 785
Avg.
854
805
794
789
Range
85
83
49
53
46
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Figure 31. Test Case F2 TURBO-AE Work/Cycle Results for
Various Inter Blade Phase Angles.
4.4.7 Go-Forward Plan For Turbo-AE
The AE go-forward plan for TURBO-AE is to continue aggressively running the code on the various flutter
conditions for our fan blisk cases. We plan to fully investigate the viscous solver, determine whether our solutions
are grid independent, verify the minimum number of iterations per period, and understand the effects of vibration
amplitude (especially in the nonlinear range). Further, we have made various design changes that both reduced and
also increased the size and intensity of the flutter. We plan to test some of these cases to see the ability of TURBO-
AE to synthesize the experimental resu[ts.
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5.0 SUMMARY
During the course of this program (August 1995 through December 1996) AE has made significant progress toward
our goal of upgrading our technology to include CFD type aeroelastic analyses. Prior to 1995, all aeroelastic
analyses were completed using empirical correlations while we now have capability to complete substantially more
detailed analyses.
The UNSFLO flutter analyses were completed for six cases where flutter was observed on the AE fan blisk rotor.
UNSFLO did predict negative aerodynamic damping at each of these cases for the 75 percent radial span location
analyzed, Further, UNSFLO predicted positive and slightly negative aerodynamic damping for two cases which
were flutter free. These results indicate that UNSFLO is a useful tool for the evaluation of flutter on transonic fan
rotors.
In addition to flutter, UNSFLO was exercised to evaluate synchronous test cases. While the code was able to
complete the required analyses, there is not a link available to transfer the unsteady pressures to a structural finite
element code for further analysis. This link, when developed, will enable the user to compute the vibratory strain
amplitude for cases involving synchronous vibrations.
The FREPS evaluation was bogged down due to difficulties converging the SFLOW solver which provides a steady
flow aerodynamic solution for use with the LINFLO and FREPS modules. Unfortunately. there is no way to
complete the FREPS aeroelastic analyses without the SFLOW solution. AE expended substantial effort trying to
make SFLOW converge but were unable to achieve that result for any of the test cases attempted. Several
suggestions for code improvements were suggested to NASA in this report. It is hoped that NASA will be able to
resolve the SFLOW issues as AE has a strong need for a last turn around aeroelastic analysis tool.
AE was especially pleased with the TURBO-AE results for the single fan flutter case evaluated. In this case,
TURBO-AE was able to predict positive aerodynamic work per cycle indicating that flutter would be expected. The
steady flow solution matched well with AE's 3-D calibrated DAWES predictions. For unsteady results, three inter
blade phase angles were analyzed and the code performed reliably for each case.
NASA AST Task 6 is a follow-on program to the current SET effort which will continue the AE effort to validate
advanced aeroelastic computer codes. Under AST Task 6, AE will complete the remaining flutter and synchronous
test cases on TURBO-AE along with expanding our efforts to include turbine cases for all three codes.
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